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Villa in a prestigious area of Como with terrace and pool (Italy, Como,
LAR2006) - €850.000

In a prestigious residential area built in the 80s, the villa from all four sides has an incomparable
panorama of the city. The building is located on several floors and includes a large double garage
and two other parking spaces. The first floor consists of: an entrance hall with a dressing room, a
large living room with a breakfast bar and a panoramic terrace, and on the lower floor there is a
bedroom with a bathroom and another panoramic terrace, externally connected to the living room.
On the ground floor there is a dining room with a panoramic window, a mezzanine with a fireplace
overlooking the entrance hall, a kitchen, an entrance hall and a guest bathroom. On the second floor
we have a very spacious double bedroom with a bay window and a panoramic terrace, a large
entrance / dressing room and a bathroom with a jacuzzi. At the same level is a wonderful large
solarium terrace with free views from three sides. The building also has a basement, which has a
window tavern with kitchen, terrace with barbecue, laundry, boiler room and armored room. The
panoramic pool and park are shared and there is concierge service. The privileged and dominant
position possessed by the property means that there is absolute tranquility and confidentiality,
without giving up convenient communication with the city center, the proximity of the highway
entrance and the Swiss border.

Object details

Object ID LAR2006 Garage Yes
Object type Villa Garden Yes
Rooms 8 Terrace Yes



Living space 288.00 CLASSE ENERG G
Floor 3 Land area 0.00
Bathrooms 3 Swimming pool No
Balcony Yes Furniture Yes












